
Walker Kessler (January 29, 2022, vs Oklahoma Sooners)

In this game Kessler was able to score by rim running. He had many opportunities to
get an efficient high percentage shot at the rim. He was active in running pick and roll.
When he ran pick and roll, he had a nice finishing touch at the rim and was able to
operate as a lob threat. Kessler showed some flashes of being able to shoot catch and
shoot threes and pick and pop threes. He had a fluid and quick release making it hard
for opponents to alter and contest his three-point shots. Although, during the season he
has been inconsistent from three.

Kessler rebounded well this game. He had a major size advantage and was able to use
it to box out and limit extra possessions and 2nd chance opportunities for the Oklahoma
Sooners. On the offensive end, he was able to give the Auburn Tigers multiple extra
possessions and second chance opportunities. He finished the game with 4 offensive
rebounds. He was able to finish second-chance opportunities off putbacks. On putbacks
he was efficient and had a nice finishing touch. A play in this game in which he finished
a putback was with 17:40 left in the first half. In this play, he got the contested rebound
over two Oklahoma Sooners players and tipped it in. On the tip in, he had a nice soft
finishing touch around the rim.

On the defensive end, Kessler was able to operate as a rim protector and was the
defensive anchor for the Auburn Tigers this game. He was able to block and alter shots
at the rim. He had good timing on blocks and was able to jump vertically when blocking
shots without fouling. He struggled guarding the perimeter and was very flat-footed
allowing guards to blow by him for a high percentage layup. But he had some good
moments guarding the perimeter by contesting and altering jump shots without fouling.


